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As China’s foodservice industry moves through these stages of business recovery, you can rely on 
our deep data, industry expertise, and prescriptive analytics to help you confidently understand this 
rapidly changing market. 

After being severely impacted by COVID-19 last year, Chinese FSR and QSR accelerated 
their recovery progress and achieved growth rates far higher than the market average 
during the first half of 2021. Chinese FSR grew by 12% compared to the 1H 2019 
benchmark. And Chinese QSR grew by 5% versus 1H 2019. Here is a closer look.

China’s FSR and QSR Post 
Strong Recovery in 1H 2021

FSR for lunch, QSR for dinner

Lunch led Chinese 
FSR recovery in 1H 
2021, while evening 
snack traffic grew by 
nearly 60% compared 
to 1H 2019. 

Dinner traffic for 
Chinese QSR grew by 5% 

in 1H 2021 compared to 
1H 2019.

For Chinese FSR, parties 
of 3 or more shrank in 
traffic share during 1H 
2021. Solo and pair 
diners grew by 20%.

For Chinese QSR, parties 
of 2 or more grew by 20% 
vs. 1H 2019. Solo diners 
remained flat.

The 45 – 54 age group now accounts for 30% of the total 
Chinese FSR traffic — higher than any other age group. 

For Chinese QSR, the 
younger age group 
posted the highest 

traffic recovery, growing 
10%, vs 1H 2019.
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This group grew nearly 30% in 1H 2021 vs. 1H 
2019. People aged 15 — 24 also grew by 15%. 

Party size shrank in FSR, grew in QSR

2 age groups significantly increased their dining habits 
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